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DETAILS & COMMENTS

• Add a cover letter, blinded of all names and identifying information, 
that includes the significance of the manuscript, previous presentation 
or publication of the research, any sources of financial support, and a 
statement that it has been approved by all authors.
 › When submitting a revision, you will be asked to provide a point-by-
point response to the reviewers’ comments. This response letter 
must also be blinded.

• Complete the information on number of figures/tables/words, previous 
submission history, source of funding, and author confirmations.

5STEP

REVIEWERS & EDITORS

• You may either recommend or oppose any potential reviewers.
• Recommending qualified reviewers (who are not at your institution)  

can help to speed up the review process. 
• You may indicate if you wish your manuscript to be handled by  

a particular EIC. Otherwise, it will be assigned based on which EIC is 
best suited for the topic.

4STEP

AUTHORS & INSTITUTIONS

Add a maximum of 10 authors, with email addresses and institutions for 
each. If there are more than 10, list all authors on the Unblinded Title Page.3STEP

Author Guidelines  

for AJMC®

This page provides a brief overview of the components required 
to submit a manuscript to The American Journal of Managed Care® 
(AJMC®) and is not a complete description of our eligibility rules 
and manuscript specifications. For more details, please see our 
author information page or email info@ajmc.com with questions.

Articles submitted for publication in AJMC® will be evaluated by an editor-in-chief (EIC) for appropriateness and sent to peer review if recommended by the EIC. 
Reviewers will indicate necessary changes to the manuscript, which is then returned to the author for revision and resubmission. Once resubmitted, the revised 
manuscript may be sent out to peer review, accepted for publication, or rejected based on the EIC’s determination.

Submission Process
To submit, go to: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ajmc › Corresponding Author Dashboard › Start New Submission › Begin Submission 

ATTRIBUTES

Select 3 to 6 keywords that apply to your manuscript.2STEPTYPE, TITLE, & ABSTRACT

1.  Choose a manuscript type, which will 
determine the allowed maximum word 
count and number of graphical items  
and references (see table on next page).
• A detailed description of manuscript 

types can be found here.
2.  Add the following components  

where indicated:
• Title (<10 words)
• Running head (about 5-6 words)
• Abstract (≤250 words)

 › If Original Research, must have 5 
paragraphs: Objectives, Study Design, 
Methods, Results, and Conclusions

• Précis (summary of about 25 words)
• Summary statement and 3-4 bulleted 

takeaway points (≤100 words).
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CATEGORY MAX. WORD COUNT MAX. TOTAL FIGURES & TABLES MAX. REFERENCES

Original Research 3000 5 50

Review 3000 5 50

Commentary 1500 2 30

Trends From the Field 2000 2 30

Editorial 1000 1 10

Letter to the Editors 500 1 6

FILE UPLOAD

Note: Each of the below components should be uploaded as a separate file. All manuscript files should be uploaded as editable Word 
documents, not PDFs. If you are having trouble with .docx files, please save and upload as .doc files. You will only be able to upload 3 files 
at a time. Once you upload 3 files, 3 additional slots will become available.

Each manuscript submission should include the following:
• Blinded title page with title, running head, précis, takeaway 

points, funding source, with no identifying information about 
authors (names, institutions, etc). Please include a word 
count and the number of references, figures, and tables.

• Unblinded title page should include all information from 
the blinded title page, plus full names and degrees of each 
author, institutional affiliations for each author at the time 
the work was completed, and street address and email 
address for the corresponding author.

• Manuscript file, including abstract, manuscript text, and 
references formatted in AMA style. This file should be blinded.

• Author disclosure forms completed for each author (PDF).
• Authorship forms completed for each author (PDF).
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REVIEW & SUBMIT

Review all elements and submit.

Wait! Before You Submit…

 ; Have you uploaded all manuscript files separately 
and in Word format?

 ; Did you upload both a blinded and unblinded  
title page?

 ; Does your manuscript have an appropriate number 
of words, figures/tables, and references according  
to its category?

 ; Have you uploaded completed authorship and 
disclosure forms for each author?

 ; For revisions, did you upload a blinded letter with 
detailed responses to the reviews?

7STEP

LINKS
Eligibility Rules: http://www.ajmc.com/about/ajmc/info-authors/manuscripts/
guidelines/eligibility

Manuscript Specifications: http://www.ajmc.com/about/ajmc/info-authors/
manuscripts/guidelines/manu-spec

Information for Authors: http://www.ajmc.com/instructionforauthors

Submission Page: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ajmc

Manuscript Categories: http://www.ajmc.com/about/ajmc/info-authors/
manuscripts/manu-cat

Co-Editors-in-Chief: http://www.ajmc.com/about/ajmc/about-editors/co-editor

Authorship & Disclosure Forms: http://www.ajmc.com/authorshipforms
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• Supplemental eAppendix
• Acknowledgments
• Related papers or “in press” references

These components may not be necessary for each manuscript, 
but should be uploaded when applicable:

• Tables in Word format

• Figures in any Office 
suite program used  
to create them  
(Excel, PowerPoint, etc)

or high-resolution 
files in one of the  
following formats: 
EPS or AI (preferred),  
SVG, PDF, JPEG,  
PSD, or TIFF
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